bO	ANCIEXT  MARRIAGE   FORM.
this custom has ever since prevailed up to our time, in
which the plain circle of pure gold is generally looked
upon as a symbol of conjugal fidelity, and as a reminder
that the love of married people should be infinite. (1)
C.   BETROTHAL  THROUGH   REPRESENTATIVES.
§40.
The presence of the parties at the act of betrothment
was not absolutely necessary, as either of them could be
Tepresented by an agent, appointed for that purpose.
In this case the formula of the betrothment had to be
••changed according to the circumstances. It was, how-
ever, regarded more proper that the parties be present
in person. (2)
d. witnesses.
§41.
The presence of two competent and qualified witnesses
is an absolute requirement for the validity of the act of
II. 20) symbolizes the ring in the following way: " Illud vero quod
imprimis annulus a sponso sponsae datur, fit hoc vel propter mutuse
fidei signum, vel propter it magis, ut eodem pignore eorum corda jun-
gantur." The church probably adopted the custom from the ancient
Romans, who, according to pliny, hist, nat., lib. XXXIII., c. 5, made
use of an iron wedding ring (annulus pronubus} as a symbol of strength
and duration. See Sen Chananja X., p. 420, note 11.
(!) A modern English writer, in speaking of the wedding ring,
remarks: "The reason why a ring was pitched upon for the pledge,
rather than anything else, was because anciently the ring was a seal,
by which all orders were signed, and things of value secured, and
therefore the delivery of it was a sign that the person to whom it
was given was admitted into the highest friendship and trust. For
this reason it was adopted as a ceremony in marriage to denote that
the wife, in consideration of being espoused to the man, was admitted
as a sharer in her husband's counsels, and a joint partner in his honor
and estate.'3 william jones, Finger Ring Lore (London, 1877), p. 297.
(2) Maim. Ishuth IIL 19; Eben Ha-Ezer XXXV.

